SNAFU Con does not condone harassment!
We strive to be a safe place, but we need your help.
Please report any harassment to our rovers.
Reportable incidents include but are not limited to:
• Sexual images in public spaces (any area in the con that isn’t
18+ ID Controlled)
• Deliberate intimidation, stalking, or following
• Harassing photography or recording
• Inappropriate or uninvited physical contact
• Unwelcome sexual attention
• Advocating or encouraging any of the above behavior
• Anyone being made to feel unwelcome (especially by SNAFU

Escort for Your Safety
We are here for you. We are happy to escort you to your room
or car at any time of day. No explanation needed.

Dial-A-Rover!
(Dial-A-Staﬀer)

Text or call our convention help-line at 775-476-2366

Do you Discord?
Talk to us in our public chat room on your
phone, tablet, or laptop: snafucon.com/chat
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on my
We got ambushed
It was in tents.

night watch.

Thank you to these awesome Sponsors:

Con is an adventure we take together!

You’re our compass! Help us find our way by providing
your feedback. Did you like something you experienced?
Did you hate something you saw? Do you just want to tell
us a story? We want to hear all of it. We take all feedback
into consideration when planning for the next year and we
can’t fix things we don’t know about.

feedback@snafucon.com

Join our mailing list:

https://snafucon.com/contact

Find us on Facebook and Twitter:
SNAFUCon
SNAFUCon
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The theme for 2019 is
Adventure!

Whether your adventure is bizarre or excellent, we want to celebrate with you for
our decade of adventure. Now it is your turn to go on an adventure with us. Be on
the lookout for quest givers and location way-points. Complete your quest and
collect your reward in the Item Shop in the Theme Room. Your quests might be
simple or take you on a tour of SNAFU Con 2019.
As part of our decade long adventure of
bringing you this con, we asked our dedicated
staff to write you some notes and stories about
their time with us. You’ll find them attached
throughout the con book. Thank you so much
to the staff. We appreciate every one of you.
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ATTENTION ADVENTURERS!

Welcome to SNAFU Con! It’s a land full of fun and adventure, but the people need your help! All throughout the
con, there are citizens who are looking for qualified heroes and heroines to complete tasks for rewards. Do you
have what it takes?

How to Play!

Rules!

Your adventure begins at the Item Shop in the Silver
State Foyer. Ask the shopkeep for a Bronze Questing
Ribbon – it attaches to your badge! Now, look around
for citizens with exclamation points or question marks
over their heads. Ask them for a quest! They may ask
you for something that can be completed right away or
it may be a more complicated request. If you need to
leave the area to fulfill the requirements, they’ll give you
a slip of paper with the quest written on it. Once you
complete the objective, take the slip of paper and the
proof of completion to ANY quest-giver for your XP!

1. Quests may take you to all areas of the con! Please be
respectful of our less adventurous con-goers.

Quest-givers will give you stickers to track your
XP on your Questing Ribbon. Different
tasks will give you different amounts
of XP, based on difficulty. Once your
ribbon is full, take it back to the
Item Shop! There,
you’ll have the
option of using your
XP to get a bronzelevel prize OR a
Silver Questing
Ribbon. A full
Silver Ribbon can
be used for a silverlevel prize or a Gold
Questing Ribbon. A
full Gold Ribbon means
you can pick one of the
top-level gold prizes!

2. Some quests are repeatable, but some can only be
completed once per day.
3. Take care of your ribbons. SNAFU Con is not
responsible for any lost XP.
4. You can work on more than one ribbon at a time. If
you complete a quest that gives you more XP than you
have space for, ask the quest-giver for another samecolor ribbon. If they don’t have the correct color, just
ask for your stickers (but be careful not to lose them).
You can get another ribbon from the Item Shop.
5. Prizes are first-come, first-served. But don’t despair!
Gold-level prizes will change day-by-day to give
everyone the best chance at earning something cool!
6. Remember that there is no running in the con areas
or the hallways.
7. Have fun,
Adventurers!

Why do pirates on
ly cry in their bu
nk?
Because they ar
e private tears.

The Great Basin Buccaneers
The Great Basin Buccaneers are a group of reenactors local to the Reno area who like to
portray Pirates in all their glory. They embrace all phases of piracy: Historical, Fantasy,
Steampunk, and so on. We specialize in table top period games, and shenanigans! We be
tellers of tall tales, and have been known recruit from the general population to help
spread the good word of the Black Flag! Kids, ask our Captain to tell you the tale
of the Turtle Tears!
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Letters from the Chairs
Hello again to all
of our wonderful
attendees!
It’s already that time of
year again. It feels like
it’s been far less than a
year since I last wrote
a message here for our
staff and attendees
to read. To be fair
though, it also feels like quite a bit less than 10 years
since our very first convention! I feel so excited to be
here with you all again.
I want to extend a personal thank you to each and
every attendee. Without you we wouldn’t be where we
are today, and I feel truly privileged to be part of the
team that brings this convention to you every year.

I’d also like to extend my gratitude to our dedicated
and inspiring staff. You all work hard and make staffing
every year incredibly fun and rewarding. I’ve been
here for every SNAFU to date and I’ve been staffing
for nine years because of the fantastic community and
camaraderie that our staff brings to the convention
every year.
This is our convention and I am proud to play a part
in bringing SNAFU to life every year and I hope the
next 10 years and beyond are bigger, brighter, and even
more fun than these fantastic 10 years have already
been.
Thank you all again so much, I sincerely hope that
your convention is everything you hope for and more,
this year, and every year to come.
~Amalthea Aurora Heartilly
SNAFU Con Chair

ld full of statues?
What do you call a fie
Free range cockatrice.

Hi everyone!!
Did you know this is our 10th
anniversary? We’ve made it 10 years!
Oh man, we’ve been doing this 10
years . . . who feels old? Raise your
hand. Okay now put it down because people are
probably looking at you for randomly raising your
hand while reading the con book. Or maybe not. You
do you.
I remember when we hit our 5 year mark and it was
like “wow, we made it” because 5 years is when people
start taking a con seriously. When we turned 5 we were
“all grown up” but now at 10 years I just feel old! Haha.
This year has been really interesting for me. We got
a really slow start but when we finally got going, we
gained momentum quickly. There were new and
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interesting challenges which, after doing 9 other cons,
we thought we were through with. But no, we are living
in interesting times. Oh wait, that’s a curse, isn’t it?
Seriously, though, it’s been a wild ride (quite the
adventure, eh?) and a lot of fun, and I’ve got a great
feeling about this year. The staff have been amazing as
always and we feel more collaborative than ever. We’ve
even got some new people on the team bringing brand
new content for your enjoyment. For example, I’m very
excited to have our first ever manga library this year!
Thank you everyone! I’m really looking forward to this
year and I can’t wait to see you all out there having fun
and getting into the adventure.
~beta
SNAFU Con Vice Chair
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Guests of Honor
Bill Timoney
Bill Timoney entered the
field of anime dubbing
in 1991 when he was
cast as the lead male
voice in the infamous
“erotic-grotesque”
horror anime
Urotsukidōji: Legend
of the Overfiend and
its sequel Legend of
the Demon Womb. He
then booked the role
for which anime fans
know him best: Parn,
the hero of the classic
OVA Record of Lodoss
War and its TV version
Chronicles of the Heroic
Knight.
Bill has voiced several recurring
guest villains on the enduring
Pokémon TV series including Nando,
Conway, and Harley #2. He’s well known for
voicing the role of Club President Madarame in the
otaku comedy series Genshiken. Bill also adapted
the scripts, cast the voice talent, and directed the
ADR recording sessions for Genshiken, Genshiken
2, and their companion show Kujibiki Unbalance.
Bill script-adapted and directed the dubbing for
Gokudo: Swordsman Extraordinaire, Gravitation,
and Gravitation: Lyrics of Love. He directed ADR
for Jewel BEM Hunter Lime, Madara, and episodes
of Comic Party and Record of Lodoss War. Bill
adapted the script for Magical Witch Punie-chan,
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as well as for an animated
film based on the life of
revered Persian poet
Mevlana Celaleddin-i
Rumi.
Bill’s voice work
can be heard in the
dubs of Cowboy
Bebop, Outlaw Star,
Trigun, Legend of
Himiko, Iria: Zeiram
the Animation,
Gravitation, Kujibiki
Unbalance, Madara,
Gokudo: Swordsman
Extraordinaire, Battle
Skipper, Battle Athletes
Victory, Battle Arena
Toshinden, Perfect Blue,
.hack//, Gatchaman II, Black
Heaven, Fist of the North Star,
Mobile Suit Gundam III: Encounters in
Space, Mobile Suit Gundam 0083: Stardust Memory,
Mobile Suit Gundam: The 08th MS Team, Gundam
Side Story 0079: Rise from the Ashes, Dual! Parallel
Trouble Adventure, Jewel B.E.M. Hunter Lime,
Voltage Fighter Gowcaizer, Dominion: Tank Police,
Here is Greenwood, My My Mai, E.Y.E.S. Of Mars,
Magical Witch Punie-chan, Shingu: Secret of the
Stellar Wars, Street Fighter II V, Serial Experiments
Lain, Daphne in the Brilliant Blue, Ikki Tousen, My
My Miracle, Mazinger Z Infinity, Digimon, and the
Queen’s Blade series.

Marissa Lenti

Marissa Lenti is a voice actress you
can hear in anime roles including Cocotte
in Dragon Ball Super, Libra in Fairy Tail, Gray
Wolf in Kemono Friends, Momoko Hyakushiki
and Kuu in NANBAKA, Chiaki Hoshinomori
in Gamers!, Mistress Sadie in One Piece, Ilse
Langnar in Attack on Titan: Junior High, Saeko
Nogami in City Hunter: Shinjuku Private Eyes,
and Alicia Florence in Aria the Animation. She’s
also appeared in many video games, such as the
playable character Moze in the newly released
Borderlands 3, as well as characters in Brawl Stars,
SMITE, Yandere Simulator, Huniepop 2, A Hat In
Time, My Tamagotchi Forever, and more.

When she’s not acting, she’s casting
and directing for Sound Cadence
Studios. Some of her recent projects include
directing the English dubs of the anime Kemono
Friends, B’t X, This Boy Is A Professional Wizard,
and This Boy Suffers From Crystallization, as well
as casting for Rooster Teeth’s RWBY, gen:LOCK,
Red vs. Blue, Nomad of Nowhere, and Camp
Camp. She’s also an ADR writer, providing the
scripts for Kemono Friends, Bloom Into You, Tada
Never Falls in Love, City Hunter: Shinjuku Private
Eyes, and Love Stage!!, to name a few. To learn
more about Marissa, check out her website at
www.MarissaLenti.com or follow her on Twitter
or Instagram (@MarissaLenti).
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Aaron Romo

Aaron Romo, a Sheridan
graduate with a BA
in traditional
animation, has
been in the
animation
and
illustration
industries
for over
two decades,
having worked
with companies
such as Disney, Warner
Brothers, Fox Feature, Nickelodeon,
Calabash, Zynga, and Sony Pictures.
His work includes the feature film

Melissa McCommon
Melissa is a California-based artist with
a degree in Illustration and Graphic
Design. She is a certified Copic
instructor and has over 8 years
of experience as a professional
freelance illustrator and comic
creator.
Melissa has worked on a number
of projects for clients, including
artwork and consultation for
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Anastasia; television shows such
as The Proud Family, Hey Arnold,
Rocket Monkeys, and The Spectacular
Spider-Man; commercials for the Trix
Rabbit and Lucky the Leprechaun;
and video games Epic Mickey, Banner
Saga, Villains’ Revenge, Mafia Wars,
Fishville, Treasureville, Farmville, and
Rollercoaster Kingdom. Aaron has also
taught courses in fine art, animation,
and cartooning.
He now works as a freelance animator
and concept designer, and is the creator
of the popular and well-loved webcomic
Fairview High (fvhigh.com), which is
now in its 8th year and currently being
pitched as an animated series.

the Vaca-Con convention in Vacaville, CA and
coloring assistance for Eisner-nominated
middle-school graphic novels by Svetlana
Chmakova (Awkward, Brave, Crush, and the
soon-to-be-released Diary).
When not freelancing for clients, Melissa
can be found working on her own
projects including her webcomic Epic
Chaos! and drawing lots of pictures of
her D&D characters.

The Props Shop

Returning guests Ashley Montgomery and Paul Esquer began
cosplaying in 2006. Between them they’ve created more than
90 costumes and won over 30 awards in major cosplay
competitions. The pair launched a successful business
known as The Props Shop in 2008 and have created
countless props over the years for personal commissions,
theater, and film. Both cosplayers have also appeared
in popular shows such as SyFy’s Heroes of Cosplay and
Youtube series The Try Guys. Paul was the first-round winner
in the series finale of SyFy’s Cosplay Melee. At SNAFU Con they
have been guest judges for the cosplay competition and are proud to
make a return this year. Come see them in the dealers’ hall if you can!

DaRapNerd

DaRapNerd (AKA Orion
Pax, AKA Wordy, AKA The
Black Wookie, AKA the Guy
with So Many Names) is
from Fairfield/Suisun, CA.
He now lives in Vacaville,
CA, but is always in a new
city somewhere working with
someone. DaRapNerd is an
MC, producer, musician,
mentor, philanthropist, nerd,
and activist. He founded the
new indie label There Goes
Ya Neighborhood (TGYN),
which houses new artists such
as Forcee the KID and The
Philharmonik. DaRapNerd
has self-booked and promoted
four out-of-state tours since
2014. He has extended his
fan base into Washington, Oregon,
Nevada, Arizona, New Mexico,
and Texas. In 2016, he performed
at SXSW and was on the Vans
Warped Tour with H2Flow as DJ/
MC at Pomona and Las Vegas.
DaRapNerd has opened for major
to up-and-coming underground

King Dice, JIG, and West Coast
Avengers.

artists such as Mega Ran, Richie
Branson, Homeboy Sandman, Mr.
Lif, Dibia$e, Reverie & Louden
Beats, Charlie Muscle, Chino XL,
Luckyiam (Living Legends), Del The
Funky Homosapien, The Artifacts
(El Da Sensei & Tame One), Edo.G,
The Slants, Fresh Kils, Noa James,

DaRapNerd is known outside of
music for being an active member
of Today’s Future Sound and FME
After School, organizations which
empower, educate, and encourage
Bay Area youth in the creative arts
and alternative sports. DaRapNerd
also co-founded Words for the
Kids, a nonprofit that raises money
for foster youth during the holiday
season. This year, he expanded his
philanthropy by working more with
Heads Up Oakland and 1st Fam
Family First, teaching and helping
organize alternative summer
activities for Bay Area youth.
DaRapNerd is a nerd who loves hip
hop and people. He is an artist’s
artist and a nerd’s nerd. With three
mixtapes and four instrumental
albums, DaRapNerd continues to
expand his audience and promote
positivity.
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Kiba Walker

Reno-grown, Texas-bound: Kiba Walker
is here, and he’s very excited to be
back at SNAFU Con! He got his
start in voiceover in Reno back
in 2013, then hit his stride since
heading to Texas in 2017. His
most notable roles are Tsukano
Ryou in Junji Ito Collection,
Keitaro Nagame and Yoshinori
Nagira in Camp Buddy, Sota
Kobayashi in Full Service,
Fawn in The Divine Speaker,
Yuuki Nekota in I-DUEL: A
Battle for Stardom!, Amon and
Gnart in Earthlock: Festival of
Magic, and Faeryn in Dear Monster.
Besides Junji Ito Collection, you can
hear Kiba in the Funimation dubs of
Garo Vanishing Line, Cardcaptor Sakura:
Clear Card, Black Clover, Mix, Yu-No, All Out!,
Boogiepop and Others, Quintessential Quintuplets, and
Kono Oto Tomare. In the video game sphere, you can
hear him as Centrian, DJ Mute, Thrilla Killa, Tinkerer,
and Nunchaku Ninja in PopUp Dungeon; Michael in
Morningdew Farms; Carolina Dingo in PawTail; Kenta
in To Trust an Incubus; Francis Hale and Father Karver
in Something in the Dark; and Soldier in Seduce Me 2:

Cole Feuchter

Give a big Reno welcome to Cole
Feuchter, voice actor and streamer
from Dallas, Texas! His biggest
roles are the title character in The
Divine Speaker; Lenga Valentine
in Full Service; Naoto Hamasaki
and Archer Springfield in Camp
Buddy; Momo in Dear Monster;
Matt and Kenta’s Whistle in
To Trust an Incubus; Chef,
Inquisitor, Mechanic, Shinobi
Jiji, and Fishmonger in PopUp
Dungeon; Harse in My Magical
Demon Lover; and Lau in SINFUL,
the virtual boy band. He is the other
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The Demon War. He is also Vincent in the
upcoming virtual boy band SINFUL.
From 2018 to the beginning of 2019,
Kiba was featured as a correspondent
on GameStop TV. Kiba also has
a YouTube channel, KibaKovers,
where he writes and records his
own adaptations of anime, video
game, and top 40 songs. With his
partner Cole Feuchter, he also
runs The Retrocade, a Twitch and
YouTube channel where they both
stream retro and vintage games
across various genres. More recently,
Kiba has been involved in the Dallas
drag scene under the name Salem
Moon, where he performs with North
Texas Drag Bingo in Plano and Denton. He is
a current competitor on the local show The Three
in Fort Worth. Kiba loves Pocky, loves his fans, and
cannot wait to spend a weekend with his Reno family.
If you want to know more about Kiba, you can follow
him on Twitter (@justkibawalker) or look him up on
AnimeNewsNetwork or IMDb.

half of YouTube channel The Retrocade
with Kiba Walker and is very excited
to take part in his first convention
in Reno!
Cole graduated with a degree
in Japanese language in 2018.
In addition to streaming and
voiceover, he teaches Japanese
lessons via Unlocked, an anime
convention app.
If you want to know more about
Cole, you can follow him on
Twitter (@LordAzria) or look him
up on IMDb.

Danielle McRae

Danielle is a voiceover actress residing in Los
Angeles, California. Her passion for video games
and anime has driven her to pursue a voice acting
career in the industry. Some of her most notable
credits have been Karma the Enlightened One
in League of Legends, Hagara the Stormbinder in
World of Warcraft: Cataclysm, and Painwheel in
Skullgirls Encore, the popular 2D fighting game.
Her anime roles include Onlooker in Sword Art
Online, Onderia in Gargantia: On the Verderous
Planet, Orba in Magi: The Kingdom of Magic, Reina
in Kuroba Adventures, Lucy/Nyu in Death Battle,
and African Wild Dog in Kemono Friends.
Danielle has earned many other video game roles:
Threia Hazelgrimm in Atelier Escha & Logy;
S-Sha in Megadimension Neptunia VII; Cheetah
in Cyberdimension Neptunia; Amira and Faith in
Monster Prom; Lucy/Nyu in Death Battle; Milo in
Detective Pikachu; Rosemary Reed in Remothered:
Tormented Fathers; Renata, Harmony, and Dark
Harmony in Phantomgate: The Last Valkyrie;

Jackelyn Tywood in
Dimension Drive;
Rift Arachna
in Heroes of
Newerth; New
Conglomerate
Soldier in
Planetside
2; Sidel in
Dragon Nest;
Captain Arley
Sims and The
Adjutant in
Starcraft Universe;
Wing Diver Unit
in Earth Defense Force
2025; Rogue in Nuclear
Throne; Commander in Warfare Online; Zorin
Blitz in TeamFourStar’s Hellsing Ultimate Abridged;
Female Keeper in Enderal: The Shards of Order;
Rami the Repossession Monk in Banzai Arcade;
Isys in Dead Island: Epidemic; and many more.

Spencer Stoner

Local author Spencer Stoner has wanted to
be a writer since he was twelve. Now he is
the author of the Ophelia Legacy series of
novels.
He is also into comic books and manga.
In fact, he wanted to write comics
before he even thought about writing
a book. To that end, Spencer just
released his first graphic novel, Divine
Intervention.

Spencer is also co-host of the pop culture
podcast The Two Nerdy Dudes. Check it
out on Soundcloud!
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Cosplay Meetups
Adventure's Start
Start your SNAFU Con adventure with a cosplay
meetup!
Online Games
All cosplays that have to do with online games.
School Academies
All cosplays that have to do with schools.
Theme Cosplay Meetup
Anyone and everything that matches the theme. Come
take photos, socialize, and play games!
Adventure’s End
Did you survive the adventure? Everyone who survived
(and maybe some of those that didn’t) join our last
cosplay meetup for the weekend!

Day Zero

Achievements

Stop by Thursday after 6:00 PM for some
special pre-con activities! Registration will be
open so you can pick up your (pre-paid) badge,
but Thursday night is badgeless.

Do you have any special symbols on your badge? We give
out achievements for doing things at previous years’ cons!
See the full list of achievements on our website:
https://snafucon.com/achievements

We’ve got a swap meet, tabletop gaming, and
karaoke. We’ll be open as late as midnight and
we’ve got free popcorn and plenty of seating.
Come hang out!

I asked a Bard to write me a joke.
.
He gave me this one and charged me 8 gold
I asked him why so much.
He said 2 coin a phrase.
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Last year near the end of con I
was sitting at a table and a
random con goer came up to me
and handed me a clementine
“counterfeit ghost” to hand out
as part of the ghost hunt to tell
people to eat more fruit. <3
Beta

One of the years we were at the Nugget, a
group of 5 or 6 people wandered down the
hallway and came across the Rave. They were
dressed to the nines: full tuxedos and ball
gowns. They looked curious so a few of us
staffers went over to say hi. Turns out, they
were at the policeman’s ball on the other side
of the air wall and decided to check out what
was going on. After a brief conversation,
someone in the group decided they needed
to head back, and was met with groans. “We
want to come to this party, it looks way more
fun over here!”
Amber
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This is our 10th year and our previous themes are mixed in with the adventure words!

ADVENTURE
APOCALYPSE
CYBERPUNK
DISCOVERY
EPIC
EXPLORATION
GLORY

IN SPACE
ISEKAI
JOURNEY
MAGIC
MISSION
MONSTER
MULTIVERSE

MYSTERY
ODYSSEY
PARANORMAL
PARTY
QUEST
SAFARI
SCIENCE

SHIELD
SPEAR
SUITS
SWORD
TRAVELS
TREASURE
VENTURE
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N4

Panel Main

N9

Cosplay
Lounge

N8

N12

Johnny
Rocket’s

More Food Upstairs
Grand Café (24hr)

Grand Buffet

2nd Street Express (24hr)

Charlie Palmer Steak

Starbucks

Rim Pan Asian Bistro

California Pizza Kitchen

Port of Subs

Escalators

Hotel
Elevators
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Manga
Dungeon

Registration
N10

Karaoke

N6

N7

Artist Alley

N11

Panel 2 Workshops

Guests & Clubs

Vendors

N5

Escalators

Photo
Booth
Cosplay
Meetups

Tarot
Readings

N2&3

Yogurt
Beach

Round Table Pizza

Peace Bonding
Panelist Check-in

Need help? Orange ties!
Are you having trouble finding something?
Do you have a question? Do you need any
help at all? Look for an orange tie or bow
tie. Rovers are here to help and we identify
ourselves using bright orange ties!

Con Ops
Volunteers Desk
Rovers Desk
Lost & Found

Theme Room

Food

Tabletop

Second
Stage

Save Point

Video

Hang Out Space

eGaming

Main Stage
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Merchants’
Room

Photo
Booth

Cosplay
Meetups

Guests & Clubs

Tarot
Readings

51
50

1

49
47

2

3

4

5

16 17 18 19 20

48

6

7

8

9

10

11 12 13 14 15

21 22 23 24 25

26 27 28 29 30

46

A

B

C

F

D
G

E
H

31 36

41 42 43 44 45

32 37

Artist Alley

33 38
34 39
35 40

I

O

K

Vendors

L

J

Clubs

M
N

Vendors
Conventions aren’t just about walking
around, talking with fellow nerds, and
making a fool of oneself. No, they’re
also about the joys of spending money
on oversized wooden swords and
plastic transforming robots!

L

168 Dragon Trading

dragonstrading.com

K

Anime Palace

theanimepalace.com

A

Bishounen Boutique

bishounenboutique

D

ClosetGeekLLC

closetgeekllc.myshopify.com

F

Cupcakes and Switchblades

ccasb.com

I

Dr. Hogan Berry Emporium

G

Grass Valley Trading Post

J

Greg White

O

JS Anime

**

Kobold’s Keep

N

Koryu Mart

H

Ollie’s Toy Chest

B

Shark Robot

sharkrobot.com

C

WHERE DA WAIFU

waifuwear.com

E

Yay 4 Anime

yay4anime.com

M YES ANIME

obsidiandesigns.com

koryumart.com

yesanime.com

** Kobold’s Keep is located in the tabletop gaming area.
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Artist Alley
Visit Artist Alley to find great fan art,
gifts, crafts, and other handmade things.
Drawings, postcards, buttons, and all
kinds of artistic creations will be for sale.
Meet friendly artists and commission a
picture of yourself or a favorite anime
character! Artists are creative and fun

people. Buy unique and wonderful things
from them here, in all price ranges.
Con-goers can come here to get original
art and merchandise from artists
ranging from the barest beginner to the
professionals.

art.alwaysrealizetruth.com

1

Nokii Dokii

nokiidokii

51 Aly Kat’s Curiosities

priestessdream

3

Noodalou

noodalou.com

15 Anime your Way

animeyourway.org

47 Nuriko Windchaser

proteangeek.com

19 Ayasal

ayasal

7

omnidad

14 Battle Born Burnings

battlebornburnings

31 Peck’s Perlers

32 BTNS

btnsanimation

44 Rhiannon Loffredo

38 CaptnOtterSpace

captn.otter.space

10 RuffledRaven

ruffledravenart.tumblr.com

42 Carlos Caro

SheepheadStudios04

20 Sarah Geisler

SerasAlternativeArt

23 Comic Boards Ink

comicboardsink.com

11 Sasha and Hannah

SashaandHannah1

25 Connor Monfalcone

Kawaiiful

40 Sininsi

39 Cute As A Button By Sara

CuteAsAButtonBySara

45 Sunset Mountains Potions

33 Dandy Narwhal

dandynarwhal.com

18 Super Adorkable

superadorkable.com

5

Dave Warren

selkiecomic.com

28 Triple7SP

triple7sp

8

Earthworks

helenhiwater

36 Tyler Ramsey

27 Fabucastle

fabucastle

50 Unisama’s Emporium of Randomocity

unisamas-art

24 Holley Tea Time

holleyteatime.storenvy.com

16 Unlucky Cloverfield

unluckycloverfield.com

30 Hyperbooster Studio

hyperbooster.com

9

A.R.T.

12 James McCloud Art
17 Jan Heiman

planetaryarts.net

34 Jennifer Wheat

jennipuff.net

48 Judith Kenyon
41 Karrashi Art

karrashiart.weebly.com

37 Kawaii Status 100%

kawaiistatus.storenvy.com

26 Kiriichu

natashagayleart.weebly.com

35 Kitsune’s Leather

kitsunesleather

2

Krista Mongrain

4

Kumabearproject

kumabearproject

6

Ligersketch0X/Yume Neko Shop

ligersketch0x

43 LoboUrufu
22 Megan E. Risk

MeganERisk

49 Melissa Swanson

wishlessworld.com

21 Monster Smiles

Monstersmiles

29 NEKOMIMIPUNKS

artstation.com/artist/ngmattk

13 Nocturnal Aries

nocturnalaries.weebly.com

OMNIDAD

peckapon

SunsetPotions

DeviantArt
Etsy
Facebook
Instagram
Twitter
Web
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Policies (in 5 words or less)
General Policies

Make sure you check out our full policies
at https://snafucon.com/policies

General Conduct - Consider others; all-ages con.
Dress Code - Wear appropriate clothes.
Harassment - Don’t make others feel unwelcome.
Hygiene - Bathe and wear deodorant, please.
Heckling - Don’t be a jerk.
Children - Bring an adult.
Fliers - Put them on the designated table.
Dogs & Pets - Sorry, service animals only.
Photography - You let us photograph you.
Weapons - Don’t be stupid.
Alcohol - Not on the con floor.
Sleeping - Sleep.
Casino - Don’t upset venue security.
Hotel - Be considerate of others.
Elevators - Only press one button.
Doors - Use only designated doors.
Mock Fighting - Keep it safe.
Policy Lawyering - Don’t.
Staff/Volunteer Complaints & Appeals The feedback session is Sunday,
or email feedback@snafucon.com.
Drones - Limited air space with preapproval.
Floor RC Vehicles - Limited floor space; peace bonded.
More... - Policies subject to change.

Dress Code Policies
Badges - Keep badges visible.
Masks - Only in the convention area.
Smoking Cosplays - Bad idea. Forbidden.
Shoes - Wear shoes.
Minimum Coverage - Wear clothes.
Flesh-Colored Underwear - No illusion of nudity.
See-Through Clothing - Wear things underneath.
Underwear as Cosplay - Keep your bits covered.
Short Dresses/Skirts - Wear under-things.
Large Costumes - Be aware of your surroundings.
Signs - Okay, but content is limited.
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I remember one year we were having
trouble
printing our schedules; the printer
kept eating
them. We posted to social media that
we were
getting a lot of “accordion schedules”
and one
attendee commented that he wanted
an
accordion schedule. We had already
trashed all
the bad schedules so we printed one
special for
him and Llama folded it carefully into
an
accordion fan. I more or less forgot
about it until
one morning at registration I hear a
scream of
joy “YES!” as the attendee discovered
that we
gave him an accordion schedule as
requested.
He later donated it to the charity auc
tion and it
did sell, but I don’t remember what
it sold for.
Beta

Music and Performers

Glow Party Rave

Guest Concerts

Time to celebrate SNAFU Con with an awesome rave! Why? Because it’s
AWESOME! Do you really need a good reason to go dance to some cool
tunes, feel the vibes and end the night on a groove-tastic note? What are
you, Vulcan? Get out there, grab your glowsticks, and DANCE!

Da Rap Nerd Concert
Join DaRapNerd for an unusual
fusion of hip-hop and nerd culture.

DJ Monster

Loud and proud, DJ Monster
shakes the building. (Literally)
Spinning a mix of Hard Dance,
Epic Hardstyle and House.
Proudly serving SNAFU Con
it’s yearly overdose of bass for 9
years running!

Kiba Walker LIVE
A night of music, comedy, and all
around fun. Kiba Walker is back in
his hometown and he has missed all
of you. With his guitar, some tracks,
and some laughs to deliver, this
night of performing is one you won't
want to miss.

DJ R3volver

Local to Reno, DJ R3volver started
his DJ career in 2012. Currently,
R3volver is the resident DJ at
Rumbullions Island Bar. R3volver
describes himself as “always ready for
a party” and as a lover of anime and
gaming he’s looking forward to his
second year at the SNAFU Con rave.

What do you need to rotisserie a giant bird?
Roc and roll.
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Panels and Events

*Guest Involvement is in italics!
18+ Karaoke (18+)
If you wanted to sing naughty
songs, now is the time! Head to
the karaoke room and use those
swears!
4th Annual SNAFU Con
Open Mic Night
Da Rap Nerd

This is your time to shine again.
Come perform at SNAFU Con's
Open Mic night. If you can sing,
rap, dance, do poetry, or want to
practice your comedy, tonight is
your night. Come and have a good
time with you favorite host, Da Rap
Nerd.
Adult Education (18+)
Learn about consent, safe sex, and
general health in this workshop
hosted by health advocate T. Costa.
This is a strictly 18+ workshop – we
will check ID.
Advanced Prop Making
The Props Shop

The next step up in prop making!
This will go over harder to obtain
materials and how to work them
just right for cool results!

Audition Workshop: Anime

BLits FUN! (18+)

Anime is a fun medium to work in,
but do you know what ADR is? Or
CM REAX? Learn how to read a
side for anime auditions, what the
anime industry is like, and ask your
questions as you get a hands-on
look inside the booth.

From Camp Buddy to Full Serivce,
to The Divine Speaker and iDuel,
Kiba has made a name for himself
in the BL (Boys Love) visual novel
community. Talk shop (or favorite
ships) with the guys who have to
use their mouths to make y'all
happy.

Kiba Walker

Audition Workshop: Video Games
Kiba Walker & Cole Feuchter

Ever wanted to know the process
of auditioning for video games?
Come learn the ins and outs of
auditioning for video games, learn
what efforts and script markings
mean, and do a mock audition to
feel what it's really like.
Bad Fanfiction Theatre (18+)
Kiba Walker & Cole Feuchter

Oh, boy. It's back! This panel was a
hit many years ago and ever since
then Kiba has wanted to bring it
back. Now it returns to where it
started at SNAFU Con. Sonic High
School? How about Sonic College?
My Immortal? What about Trapped
in a Island with Josh Hutcherson?
Never heard of 'em? Now you will.

Artist meet and greet! (16+)
Welcome artists! This is a panel
to get together local and nonlocal artists to make new art
friends in the artist community!
Bring your sketch books, chat,
draw, watch speed paints, group
drawing, and more with your host
RainbowDawn!

Bad Hentai (18+)
Bad Hentai returns! Most hentai
is bad, but some is exceptionally
terrible. Why not come spend some
time watching some of the worst of
the worst?

Ask The Wonderduo (16+)
Come in and ask your questions
to #1 and #2 pro heroes Deku and
Ground Zero!

Talk with Danielle McRae about
her characters in some of your
favorite anime and video games in
an open discussion.

Behind the Voices
Danielle McRae

What happened when the adventurers
accidentally let the cows out in the field?
They became the cream of the crop.
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Kiba Walker & Cole Feuchter

Brewing 101
Learn what goes into making tasty
drinks at home!
Character Creation (16+)
Bring your sketch books and let's
create a character together! Learn
the fundamentals of making a
balanced character with your host
ShadowCreeper the wolf!
Charity Auction
Come and attend our charity
auction! This year, proceeds will be
going to Big Brothers Big Sisters.
Closing Ceremonies
Con is almost over. Come join us
for one last hurrah!
Cole Feuchter Q&A
A newbie to the convention scene,
Cole is no stranger to the industry.
From getting his degree in Japanese
to becoming one of the title
characters in one of the biggest BL
games coming out soon, come get
to know Cole! Be nice, SNAFU.
Cosplay Masquerade
SNAFU Con's annual Cosplay
Masquerade! Watch our talented
cosplayers compete for prizes and
glory.

Counter-Factual Histories
What if Longstreet had taken Little
Round Top when Lee told him to?
What if Tiberius Grachus had gone
to the Senate before proposing
his land bill? What if Marshall
Grouchy had not lost track of the
Prussians? What if Constantine
had not won at Milvian Bridge? If
you don't get these references, don't
worry about it, we’ll go over them.
We will cover what makes good
counter-factual history scenarios.
Cowboy Bebop:
A 20 Year Celebration
Cowboy Bebop is a show that has
stood the test of time. As far as
anime is concerned, many hail it
as the greatest of all time. After
20 years, new and old anime fans
relish in its greatness. Whether
it's the themes or the lovable
characters, something about
Cowboy Bebop has been able to
resonate until this day. It's high
time to celebrate the legacy of this
great piece of anime history!
Cthulhu for President! (16+)
Are you tired of candidates who
promise change but don't deliver?
Are you sick of candidates who
only seem to be insane? Come to
Cthulhu for President and learn
about a real voice for change and
insanity! Cthulhu for President!
Day Zero Open-Mic Karaoke!
Come sing your heart out at this
all-ages, badgeless, FREE Day Zero
karaoke event!
Developing Awesome Characters
Melissa McCommon

Character development is an
essential part of creating stories
regardless of genre or format,
but it's a process that some can
find overwhelming. In this panel,
participants learn the basics of
character design, different traits
and characteristics to create unique
characters, basic world building
and how it influences character
development, as well as a look at
how Melissa's own characters have
evolved through the years.

DMing 101
Ever wanted to learn how to DM?
Then this is the panel for you!
SNAFU's local games guru Dragon
Paragon teams up with Olive to
bring you the best tips on running
your own game! We'll cover the
basics of organizing and delivering
an enjoyable tabletop experience,
then host a short question and
answer segment at the end.
DMing 201:
Dungeon Design (16+)
We've learned the basics, now let's
take it a step further. This panel
covers all the important topics
when it comes to building and
executing a dungeon, from pacing
to difficulty to theme. Run by our
resident tabletop guru, Dragon
Paragon, this panel is sure to
give you what you need to blow
your players away with your next
dungeon delve!
Drawing 101 — A Free for All
Aaron Romo

Anime, manga, superhero comics
or indie. They all look different but
have one thing in common: a solid
understanding of drawing. With
a firm grasp of the basics, you can
draw in whatever style you want.
In this panel, we will discuss some
basics about drawing and also
cover any questions you may have.
Want to learn more about model
sheets? Have trouble drawing
hands and feet? Want to add more
dynamics into your poses? Well,
grab a sketch book and ask away!
This panel is for you!
Fanfiction 101 (16+)
A beginner's guide on writing
fanfic: problematic tropes, language
dos and don'ts, finding a beta
reader, and more. Hosted by
journalist T. Costa.
Feedback for SNAFU Con
Tell us what you liked, didn't like,
and what we should do next year.

From Fan-Fiction to Fan-Reality
Marissa Lenti

Do you dream of being a part
of the anime industry? Are you
a fanartist, fanfiction writer,
AMV editor, or anyone else who
produces fandom content? You
may feel like those things could
come back to haunt you, but
you couldn’t be further from the
truth! There are some things you
should know, though. Come talk
with Marissa Lenti about how
producing fan content can help you
in the long run, how to transition
into professional work, and how
fanwork played a part in her
journey to the anime industry.
Game Design 101
What is a game? How does one
design it? What goes into the
design process? I'm a several
year designer, with a game under
contract for production, so I at least
(mostly) come from a position of
authority on this. Call it a 'guided
discussion'.
Game Design 102
Dive into design with examples
about games that demonstrate the
interaction of systems, what goes
into a game, play testing, what
should go into your design kit and
more!
Get a Clue
Get a Clue is back and it’s harder
than ever. Can you figure it out
with so few clues, or do you need to
get a clue?
Heard Not Seen:
Adventures in Voice Acting
Bill Timoney

Adapted from his Videoscope
Magazine column, actor-authorhumorist Bill Timoney takes us
on a journey through the wild, the
weird, and the wonderful parts of
his career in entertainment. Part
tell-all confessional and part standup comedy, Bill reveals how he
broke into the industry (by voicing
the notorious "erotic-grotesque"
anime-18 Urotsukidōji),
and how he got cast in his
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best-known role, Parn in the anime
classic Record of Lodoss War (by
lying). In "Heard Not Seen," Bill
talks about the difference between
voicing roles in a family show like
Pokémon and a fan service show
like Queen's Blade. Bill's acting
adventures have brought him
face-to-face with Bryan Cranston,
Al Pacino, Robert De Niro, Martin
Scorsese, Ang Lee, Julie Taymor,
Woody Allen, Ron Howard, Mel
Gibson, Frank Oz, and many
more... and he's got tales to tell.
Plus, Bill will give the answer to
that mysterious question: "Who is
Billy Regan?"
Hentai Redub Live! (18+)
Join the bravest of our voice actor
guests as they live-dub a hentai
they’ve never seen before!
Hentai: Insert Panel (18+)
Experience the hilarity as our
panelists heckle and dissect a
hentai for your viewing pleasure.
How to (Properly) Tie a Tie
The necktie is a decorative bit of
clothing that goes back to Roman
times and was elevated to an art
form in the late 1800s. Join us for
a workshop on how to tie some of
the most popular and interesting
knots – the only knot I refuse to go
over is the “wrap around!”
How to Get +5 EXP
When You Have Anxiety
Da Rap Nerd

More and more people are dealing
with anxiety, depression, and other
mental health issues. It is important
to not just sweep it under the rug
but address it and seek help when
needed. Come and learn some
helpful tips of mindfulness.
How to Kill an Hour 101 (18+)
You asked; I listened. How to Kill
an Hour is back, yet again, for more
Cards Against Humanity and candy
fun!
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Ineffable Husbands
Save the World
Armageddon may be on our trail,
but not to worry! We have angels
on our side! Well, two angels to be
exact, one fallen angel – but that's
not the point!
If you would like to help save the
world (again), come join Crowley
and Aziraphale! We'll play fun
games – I mean, RIGOROUS and
DANGEROUS games to help us
prepare for the ineffable plan!
So if you want ineffable with a side
of Queen music, come hang out!
Iron Artist Competition
Have you ever wanted to test your
skills in a no-holds barred contest
of wills against other artists? Or
maybe, you just want to spend
an hour having fun drawing live
models. Well, here's your chance.
Come together in our Iron Artist
Competition! Artists, come for
the prizes! Cosplayers, come for
the free art! It promises to be a
wonderful time for all.

you need to know going forward.
If you like this panel, check out the
third panel, Japanese 301, to get the
full rounded experience.
Japanese 301:
Basics of Speaking the Language
Cole Feuchter

You've learned the writing, and
you've learned the sounds, now it's
time to put it together. Cole walks
you through the dos and don'ts of
the language, as well as honorifics,
pronunciation, and even some
phrases for you to practice and take
home with you. Recommended
you go to the Japanese 101 and
201 panels to get the full rounded
experience.
K-Pop Random Dance Play
Show your mastery of K-Pop in
this fast paced dance-off! We'll play
just the chorus of the hottest K-Pop
songs. If you hear one you know,
jump into the middle and show us
what you can do.

Japanese 101: Hiragana Basics
Cole Feuchter

Come learn some Japanese
basics with Cole Feuchter
(BA in Japanese) with this
fun, interactive workshop
panel. If you attend this
one, you can also attend
the Japanese 201 and
Japanese 301 panels to get
the full rounded basics
down so you too can start
your journey learning
Japanese.
Japanese 201:
Katakana Basics
Cole Feuchter

Recommended, but
not required, that you
go to the Japanese 101
panel. Cole Feuchter
continues his workshop
panel in Japanese, with
Katakana! Don't know
what it is? Don't worry,
he will teach you all

The year we did multivers
e was the first year we
branched out into having
a backstory for our theme
and
it was a lot of work. The
plan had been to create
factions
of red and blue that slo
wly combined into a “pu
rple”
universe as con went on
. We did that by making
signs to
mark “red” events and “bl
ue” events. Staff then we
nt
around and began taggin
g the signs of “opposing”
colors and sort of playin
g up the two groups. Th
e plan
was to wait until late Sat
urday night and turn eve
rything purple.
At one point, one of my
tech staffers (who is my
mom
lol) created this purple
cloak out of the left ove
r purple
wrist bands we had in op
s. She thought it was kin
da
silly, but I promptly put
it on and wore it around.
I was
called to registration for
some reason and as I wa
s
making my way through
the hall I offered an atten
dee a
purple button and asked
them to join the resista
nce.
They then exclaimed, “w
ait! You guys planned thi
s!?” and
suddenly got really excite
d about the theme.
Creating a back story for
con was a lot of hard wo
rk but
that reaction was totally
worth it.
Amber

Karaoke Contest (16+)
If you signed up for the karaoke
contest on Friday, bring your
tickets and sing your heart out for
prizes and recognition!
Karaoke Contest Sign-Ups
If you want to take part in
Saturday's karaoke contest,
NOW IS THE TIME to head to
the karaoke room and sign up!
If you can't make the sign-up,
email karaoke@snafucon.com by
MIDNIGHT FRIDAY.
Kiba Walker Q&A
From being a Damonte High Alum
in 2013, to being an actor in Texas,
Kiba is back in his hometown to
talk about life, what's new, and the
experiences he has been happy to
have since he started his voice over
career. All the questions you want
to ask, you can ask them here.
Kinda Sketchy Artists
Have you ever seen an artist
draw using makeup? How about
with a sword? Join our panel of
artists as they undertake random
art challenges for your viewing
pleasure!
Kyle's Trivia Hour
This show is for you night people,
folks that want to take a break, and
just have fun and answer some
trivia questions. Come to Main
Stage and test your knowledge.
Last One Standing
It’s back! The game show that will
test your knowledge of anime,
Japanese lifestyle and video games.
Can you be the last one standing?
Come to Main Stage to find out.
Learn to design your own anime
character!
A former Simpsons layout
artist will teach you how to
begin designing original anime
characters, complete with pose and
background.

Let Me Tell You About Webcomics
Melissa McCommon

Webcomics are an amazing and
confusing medium that anyone can
participate in regardless of artistic
skills. Participants of this panel
learn everything from writing and
formatting comics for the web and
print, how to keep a consistent
schedule, tips for creators and
fans, and how to use social media
platforms to promote and engage
with fans.
Let's Make an Anime Beat
Da Rap Nerd

Let's make another anime beat
together. Come and learn how to
make a beat using Ableton and
even record something on the spot
with Da Rap Nerd. If you play an
instrument, bring that too!
Let's Talk World Building
Do you want to build a world?
Are you a writer or GM? Let's talk
during this Main Stage discussion
panel.
Let’s Build a Story Together!
Spencer Stoner

While we figure out what makes a
good story, we create a tale of our
own. A discussion forum where
the panel and audience decide on
elements and build a story together.
LGBT POC: What it Means to be
Different in the Industry
Kiba Walker

Kiba Walker talks about
experiences and hardships of being
an LGBT person of color in the
acting industry. Drop by if you're
in the same boat and wanting to get
your feet wet in the industry.
Marissa Lenti Q&A
Are you interested in acting,
writing, or directing? Find out with
Marissa Lenti in the Q&A.

Meet The Androids (DBH)
You got an android problem?
Worried your computer is going
to deviate and burn down your
house? That your smartphone may
start contacting secret agents to
assassinate you in your sleep? Then
you are in the right place!
Come join the Androids and their
partners for a meet and greet!
They need your help solving cases,
(including those pesky deviants!)
and may be able to help your
situation.
Hang out with Connor and his
pals as we play games and discuss
Android domination.
Meet the Trolls (16+)
Come take a trip to Alternia and
jam with some of your favorite
beta trolls. Feel free to ask us
any questions about our glorious
adventures or just hop on for the
ride!
Melissa’s Oodles of D&D Doodles
Melissa McCommon

Come hang out with professional
freelance artist Melissa
McCommon as she draws D&D
characters and recounts epic (and
not so epic) tales from various
games that she’s run and played in!
Nude Figure Drawing Panel (18+)
Need to brush up on drawing a
more ahem "complete" human
figure? Then join us after hours for
drawing lessons in a relaxed but
professional atmosphere.
Open-Mic Karaoke
Got an hour in between panels?
Just like singing? Like watching
other people sing? Come check out
open-mic karaoke in the karaoke
room! (Tasha, the head of karaoke,
DOES take requests! Go ahead,
make me sing Barbie Girl. I'll do
it!) Karaoke is badgeless!
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Opening Ceremonies
Start off your SNAFU Con
2019 adventure right with your
convention chair, MC, and guests.
PanelQuest (16+)
Join a one-of-a-kind adventure
where the audience decides the
hero's every action! Kick mice,
hoard teeth and steal hammers on
your way to slaying the Dragon...all
the while either taking the path laid
before you or going wildly off the
rails!
Plush Films (16+)
A film-making technique that has
been around ever since 2006, I'll
teach you how make a film with
plushies and show you some of my
projects.
Prop Making for Beginners
The Props Shop

So You Want to make a Comic?

Video Game Voice Acting

This panel discusses many topics
that will inform and inspire the
potential comic artist or writer in
you! We'll briefly go over world
building and character development
as well as valuable suggestions
regarding formats, scheduling and
more!

Meet Danielle McRae as she shares
the process on what it's like to
record for video games.

Aaron Romo

Sympathy for the Devil (16+)
Come discuss why devils and
demons are so popular in pop
culture. There will be trivia games
and more, all hosted by Good
Omens' favorite demon, Crowley.
Talent Show
Are you a singer, dancer, musician
or magician? Enter our costumed
Talent Show and show off your best
talent to win great prizes!

Join us as we point new prop makers The Retrocade Q&A:
in the right direction on obtaining
Streaming into 2020
and working with various materials Kiba Walker & Cole Feutcher
for creating props.
Curious about getting into
streaming? Twitch, Mixer,
Public Speaking 101
Facebook, Youtube...there's so many
Learn techniques to overcome
options, but so little time! Join
something more terrifying than
Kiba and Cole (The Retrocade) as
death itself! And you don't even
they talk about their experiences in
have to worry about picturing
starting streaming from home and
anyone in their skivvies! Note: This
getting into a very over saturated
is not a workshop and you will
market while being a stand out.
not be asked to stand up and say
something.
This House of Waifu
Do you have a confession you want
Saving People, Hunting Things:
to make about a waifu or husbando?
Join Team Free Will
Do you need to explain why you
Have you been feeling like
have so many different waifus? Have
something is watching you? Have
you been waiting for a chance to tell
you lost a loved one recently, and
your real life husbando about your
kept a keepsake? Have you lost a
favorite full-time 2D boy? Is there
shoe, and been unable to find it?
something you got to get off your
Well, do we have the service for you! chest? A roast or otherwise? Join
This panel is all about answering
WHEREDAWAIFU on a journey
your questions about the unknown
through waifu and husbando
featuring the lovable cast of Team
appreciation. #wheredawaifu
Free Will as well as some special
guests! We will be more than happy Video Game Geek Talk
to answer any gnawing questions
Danielle McRae
you have, and may even play a few
interactive games! Come stop on by! Join Danielle in a discussion on the
state of the video game industry, as
(spoilers for seasons 1-14)
well as discuss your favorite/least
favorite video game moments.
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Danielle McRae

VIP Meet, Greet, and Treat
Are you a SNAFU Con VIP? Come
enjoy an exclusive chance to visit
and relax with this year’s amazing
guests. Complimentary snacks will
be provided.
Weathering/Distressing
Tips and Tricks
The Props Shop

For those who want to push their
edge game further! For props,
costumes, armor, and anything in
between! Painting, damaging with
tools, dying materials, all that fun
stuff!
What’s So Hard About
Writing Women?
Spencer Stoner

From Buffy to Ophelia to Wonder
Woman, a discussion of the
depiction of women in modern
fiction exploring the male
perspective on the challenge.
Where Da Waifu Wars (18+)
Do you think you have what it
takes to be crowned WAIFU
CHAMPION? How far are you
willing to go to defend your waifu’s
honor? How about your husbando’s?
Hosted by WHEREDAWAIFU, join
us for a battle of true wit and moxie
as you test your mettle against
other would be waifu warriors to
see who has the best waifus of them
all. Only true Waifu Warriors may
be crowned, and there can only be
ONE. #wheredawaifu
Prizes awarded to attendees
who participate in
#WHEREDAWAIFUWARS.

E-Gaming
24-Hour Gaming Action!
Our Console and Arcade Gaming
area goes live when the doors open on
Friday, and doesn’t shut down until con
is over! Enjoy some of your favorite
titles from our diverse selection of
games, spanning from modern-day
offerings to the classics. You might
even find a new favorite game!
Dragon Ball FighterZ
Arc System Works' immensely popular
tag battle fighting frenzy will once
again be available for tournament play
at SNAFU Con.
Jackbox with DJ Angeal (16+)
Join DJ Angeal, one of our video game
heads, for a few group sessions of
everyone's favorite irreverent party
games. All six installments of the series
will be available.
Mario Kart 8 Deluxe
The ultimate in Nintendo-based road
rage. Who needs perfect racing lines
and heel-and-toe braking when you've
got blue shells?
Puyo Puyo Tetris
The clash of the puzzle game titans!
Samurai Shodown
SNK's iconic fighting game series made
its triumphant return earlier in 2019,
so step up to the challenge of our first
tournament for this game.

Thanks To:

Super Smash Bros. Ultimate
Join in the fun at SNAFU Con's first
Smash Bros. Ultimate tournaments,
with 1v1, 2v2, and Team Battle
competitions. This game fills up its
bracket pretty quickly, so be sure to
register ahead of time.
Tekken 7
The King of Iron Fist Tournament
continues, with new fighters joining
the battle.
Under Night In-Birth Exe:Late[st]
Also known as UNIST, brought to
you by the creators of the Melty Blood
series of games, this title has been
increasing in popularity since it's
updated release.

Reno Smash Community
RenoSmashCommunity

LAME Dimension

lamedimension.moe

Don’t Miss a
Single Minute!
Many of our tournaments
will be streamed on Twitch.
twitch.tv/snafucon
twitch.tv/bapebbg
twitch.tv/renocruu
twitch.tv/chairgtables

Free Play Arcade
provided by

Street Fighter V
The latest installment of the most
iconic fighting game series of all time,
with an ever-expanding roster of new
and classic characters.

RenoCruu

SkrubLifeGaming
SkrubLyfeGaming

Super Smash Bros. Melee
From its initial release in 2001, this
game's popularity has gone from
strength to strength. The competition
has been fierce since day one, so bring
everything you’ve got!
GameSaru
na_gamesaru

The Big Anime Game Room
Sacramento, CA
TBAGRMedia
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Tabletop Gaming
BattleGoats Tournament
This FREE to enter tournament for
BattleGoats features prizes for the
winners and promos for all! We
can only fit 8 players, so sign up in
Tabletop now!
Board Game Bonanza
Play board games to your heart's
content! Our friends at RAGECON
have provided their mammoth
board game library for your
enjoyment. There's something for
everyone, so bring your friends and
grab an old favorite or try something
new!
CardLords Presents
CardLords Presents allows you
to play games like BattleGoats,
Animalchemists, and Take the Gold
with their creator! Stop by to enjoy
good games or speak with an expert
on game design.
Forbidden Fortress (Shadows of
Brimstone)
A two to four player cooperative
game where you step into the role
of characters from Feudal Japan to
take on mythic monsters dwelling
within a ruined fortress. Choose to
play as a Samurai, Monk, Assassin,
or Sorcerer to cleanse evil from the
land! Compatible with Shadows of
Brimstone.

Paint and Take
Come down to our famous Paint
and Take! Pick up any miniature
you like; its price includes unlimited
time at our painting table with
our supplies. Local experts will be
around to share tips, give advice, and
display their own projects, so make
sure to take a look!
Pokémon TCG
Gotta catch 'em all! And then build
a deck out of 'em and fight your
friends! Stop by at any point to
learn how to play the one and only
Pokémon Trading Card Game, with
decks provided for the experience.
Shadows of Brimstone
A two to four player cooperative
game where you step into the role
of characters from the Wild West
to take on otherworldly horrors
haunting an abandoned mine.
Choose to play as a Gunslinger,
Bandido, Saloon girl, or US Marshal
and bring the fight to the forces of
evil!
Speed Painting Contest
Ready, Set...PAINT! Join our annual
speed painting contest - it's free
to join with the purchase of any
miniature. After that, you have
1 hour to paint it using the tools
provided. Fabulous prizes are
awarded to the top three! Entry
can be done at any time during the
weekend, but all participants are
judged at Sunday at 11 am.

UFS Demo
Round 1, FIGHT! UFS, or Universal
Fighting System, is a card game
where you pick a character form
various fighting game franchises and
step into the ring! Pit Street Fighter's
Ryu versus Mega Man himself, or
any of the dozens available from
a myriad of sources! My Hero
Academia coming soon!

PFS #1-01: The Absalom Initiation
Pathfinder • Levels 1–4 • Subtiers 1–2 and 3–4

A new era is beginning for the
Pathfinder Society, with new recruits
and new factions all excited to build
connections and embark on grand
adventures. The PCs are among
these recruits invited to attend a
welcoming party where they can
meet both the old guard as well as
the up-and-coming leaders. But the
party's not all talk; the PCs learn of
four exciting escapades in Absalom,
through which they can kick off
their adventuring careers!
PFS #1-04: Bandits of Immenwood
Pathfinder • Levels 1–4 • Subtiers 1–2 and 3–4

The Pathfinders are sent forth to
aid their own! A Pathfinder mission
returning from a long voyage ran
Tabletop and Chill
aground on the Isle of Kortos and
Come, relax, and unwind from a day were forced to leave behind many
full of gaming by pulling up a seat... of their discoveries so they could
and doing more gaming. During the press on to Absalom. The PCs are
after hours, our distinguished DMs
sent to the site of the wreck to
will be happy just to jam out with
retrieve the relics and charts their
whoever's around and run games
peers were forced to leave but the
by request, or bust out some old
relics have drawn the attention of
favorites.
some of Immenwood's most volatile
inhabitants.
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PFS #1-05: Trailblazers’ Bounty

Pathfinder • Levels 1–4 • Subtiers 1–2 and 3–4

The powerful nation of Cheliax
has posted a public bounty that
would richly reward the first team
of explorers to chart a viable route
across the Menador Mountains,
linking the nations of Isger and
Molthune. Yet the Menador
Mountains are an imposing obstacle,
replete with steep slopes, snowy
peaks, and territorial orcs. Are the
PCs ready to explore the foreboding
mountains but also to compete with
the rival teams and local inhabitants?

SFS #2-06: The Stumbling Society,
Part 1
Starfinder • Levels 5–8

The Exo-Guardians faction once
maintained an impressive fortress
known as Sangoro's Bulwark. Years
ago, mysterious forces assaulted
the fort, and the location was
thought forever lost—until now. The
Starfinder Society selects the PCs to
launch an initial foray back to the
area around Sangoro's Bulwark, in
hopes of retrieving a cache of deadly
weapons the Exo-Guardians had
guarded. Can the PCs discover the
lost weapons before they fall into the
wrong hands?

introduced to several of the
frontrunners to replace the current
First Seeker and get a chance to
learn what each of them represents
for the Society's future.
SFS #2-08: The Stumbling Society,
Part 2
Starfinder • Levels 5–8

When the Society starts finding
evidence of missing weapon caches
showing up on worlds in Near Space,
it puts together a team to investigate.
The PCs travel to one such world,
where they uncover enemies of the
Society are outfitting the pre-Drift
locals with weapons well beyond
PFS #1-06: Lost on the Spirit Road
Pathfinder • Levels 1–4 • Subtiers 1–2 and 3–4
their technology level. The PCs must
choose how to handle this delicate
SFS
#2-07:
Four
for
the
First
A shipment of relics on its way to
Starfinder • Levels 1–4
situation, but the Society is clear it
Minkai vanished somewhere in the
In the aftermath of the Scoured Stars needs its weapons back and out of
Forest of Spirits, a dense woodland
the hands of those who aren't ready!
home to kami and spirits of all sorts. incident, the Starfinder Society has
come together like never before.
In search of the missing shipment,
Pathfinder agents travel to a remote From the Society's ranks, a new First
Seeker must be chosen, and several
village, where they uncover secrets
prominent Starfinders have already
of this enigmatic forest.
begun amassing allies. The PCs get
PFS #1-07: Flooded King's Court
Pathfinder • Levels 1–4 • Subtiers 1–2 and 3–4

From a ruined theater in the rundown Puddles district of Absalom, a
goblin hero and self-styled king rules
over the nearby goblins. Shifting
foundations beneath the playhouse
have revealed ruins from Absalom's
early history, and the goblin king has
put out a call for explorers to search
the area and clear out its dangers.
The Pathfinder Society has answered
the call, however, they aren't the only
group that is interested.
SFS #2-00: Fate of the Scoured God
Starfinder • Levels 1–12

Led by their divine herald, Dhurus,
the jinsuls of the Scoured Stars have
spent the last year converting their
ancestral homeland into a vast war
factory. Unable to ignore the jinsul
threat any longer, the Starfinder
Society and its many allies undertake
one final, decisive mission into
the Scoured Stars to end the jinsul
menace.
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SFS #2-09: Bluerise Breakout

SFS #2-10: Corporate Interests

An important data package requires
that the PCs travel in person to
secure it. When the simple mission
goes awry, the PCs find themselves
trapped in a high security corporate
office. With no way of contacting
the outside, the PCs must make
their way through the complex,
avoiding the activated security
systems and the agents of those
responsible for the sudden office
lockdown!

When agents aren't travelling
across the galaxy in search of
ancient civilizations, the Starfinder
Society often sends its agents to
showcase their skills with Pact
Worlds corporations. Each of these
adventures showcase different roles
the Starfinder Society takes in the
corporate world. From testing
out new firearms and starships, to
battling escaped outsiders used as
corporate experiments, the PCs
have the chance to showcase their
skills!

Starfinder • Levels 1–4

Starfinder • Levels 3–6

How many ko
bolds does it
take to chang
a light bulb?
e
I don't know,
the researche
hasn't come o
r
ut of the cave
yet.
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Go for an Adventure . . .
Start

Can you find all the objects in your quest?

End
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SNAFU Con 2019 Staff
Chairs
Amalthea Heartilly
Beta
Artist Alley
Nuriko Windchaser
Ami noMiko
Elizabeth Zysk-King
Judith Kenyon
Katana Barton
Marie Neville
Melissa Swanson
Jennifer Truong
Kenny Choung
Kevin Zeitler
Cosplay
Rachel Coulton
Charles Coulton
Helen Brown
Dance

Bryan “KMittens” Elliott

Guests
Beta
Cassandra Much

Nicole “Fluffy” Dobrovolny

Nuriko Windchaser

Color Key:
Top-Level Director
Department Head
General Staff
Volunteer

Gaming
Abraxas “Abe” Navarro
John Mallari
Kenny Choung
Tomas Estrada
Dylinn Villatoro
Arcade Gaming
Kenchan
Benjamin Healey
Daniel Gumbs
Console Gaming
Abe Navarro
Cheeze
Colonel Cook II
Donald Ross
Jake Cremeans
Joriel Justin Alves
Lance Gamboa
Lyle Gamboa
Mariah Langley
Tiffany Ingland
Tabletop Gaming
Eduardo Yarhi
Shontell
Jason Liswood
James Tabacco
Robin Albert
Samuel Phelps
Celena Night
Francis Seidman
Tucker Smedes
Human Resources
V
Cassandra Much

IT
Sam “Sammich” Hanes

Philanthropy
Natasha Gonzalez

Logistics
Sammich
Sam Schuler
Beta
Amber Snider
Cassandra Much

Programming
Sam Schuler
Fluffy
Song Wang

Manga Library
Darian Potichny
Matthew Miner
Marketing
Natasha Gonzalez
Rachel Coulton
Outreach
Thomas Kelly
Graphic Design
Beta
Sammich
Nuriko Windchaser
Darian Potchny
Sam Schuler
Press
Natasha Gonzalez
Social Media
Nuriko Windchaser
Ami noMiko
Photography
Branden McKinnon
Elizabeth Zinser

Hentai
Sammich
Karaoke
Natasha Gonzalez
Raven
Main Stage
Ray Johnson
Video
Amber Snider
Registration
Cassandra Much
Beta
Melissa Rosano
Sammich
Thomas Kelly
Andrew Avery
Angeline Mallari
Dave Gutner
Kevin Davis
Tiffany Lau

Rovers
Robert Avery
Aidan Hernandez
Jaimee Chancy
William “Irish” Farnan
Chris Brown
Christopher Evans
Swap Meet
Nuriko Windchaser
Aly
Tech
Amber Snider
Michael Jenkins
Joseph Neville
Sierra Goins
Tim Chatwood
Vendors
Susana Ceron-Lopez
Venue
Thomas Kelly
Stephen Daugherty
Volunteers
Blanca Hall
Cassandra Much
Zachary Tolen
Website
Beta
Sammich
Thomas Kelly
Ami noMiko
Dave Gutner
Joseph Neville

Check out our staff artists:
Nuriko Windchaser: www.deviantart.com/nuriko-chan
Darian: www.deviantart.com/one-more-coffee-pls

Whether this is your first year or your tenth year, we hope you’ve
enjoyed our con. It takes hard work and dedication from staff and
volunteers to make this event great. We continue to strive to make
this convention better each year, but we can’t do it without your
help. Email hr@snafucon.com and tell us you want to be staff! Not
only will you contribute to SNAFU Con’s awesomeness, you’ll also
get a free badge!
Now I know what you’re saying, “Staff? That sounds like a lot of
hard work!” Well, it is, but ask any staff member and they’ll tell
you it’s worth the effort. If your time is limited but you still want to
help out, consider volunteering! Sign up as a volunteer by emailing
volunteers@snafucon.com and letting us know! Volunteers only help
out during con. You can earn your registration fee back with just
four hours a day. You still get to see the panels, watch the anime, and
participate in the tournaments.
With your help, we’ll continue grow into a bigger and better con.
Join us!
See you next year for SNAFU Con 2020!

SCIENCE, LLC
Supreme Council Initiating and Empowering
Nerdy and Cool Events

